
 

 
 

John Roberts 

Statutory manager 

Southern South Island 

Department of Conservation. 

 

27 January 2021. 

 

 

Dear John, 

 

Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area reclassification 

 

Introduction 

Federated Mountain Clubs was formed in 1931 and advocates for the backcountry and outdoor              

recreation on behalf of 22,000 members in nearly 100 clubs. FMC has taken, and continues to take, a                  

leading role in the establishment of protection, and ongoing robust planning, for much of Aotearoa’s               

public conservation land. 

 

We welcome involvement in determining appropriate classification for the Kawarau/Remarkables          

Conservation Area, as that classification will provide, accordingly, for appropriate management of the             

land. 

 

Forgotten Lands 

In 2014, FMC launched a campaign to underline the need to assess and give bespoke classification to                 

various public conservation land parcels classified as stewardship. At that point, it was 27 years since                

those lands had been grouped in that bureaucratic ‘holding pen’ awaiting such a process. Since               

inception, the campaign has been active, with respect to the broader issue as well as specific land                 

parcels, and includes FMC’s 2017 proposal of a Remarkables National Park.  

 

Remarkables National Park 

Launched with the support of Emeritus Professor Sir Alan Mark and Forest and Bird, and founded on                 

decades-worth of information-gathering, the Remarkables National Park concept is intended to           

appropriately protect and honour the natural landforms, species, and communities of the            

Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area and certain other connected land parcels including portions of            

the Garvie and Umbrella mountains within Glenaray Crown pastoral lease (currently at the substantive              

proposal stage of tenure review). The document, The Remarkables National Park           

(www.fmc.org.nz/remarkablesnationalpark) is an excellent summary of the land’s natural, recreational,          
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and human historic values and makes an extremely strong case for establishment of a national park. It                 

should be read in conjunction with this submission. 

 

As The Remarkables National Park outlines, the concept of preserving the land as taonga, in a pact                 

between the public and nature, has had several iterations since 1977, including conferral of national               

park and national reserve status. A further - 1990 - proposal suggested creation of a conservation park.                 

As The Remarkables National Park points out, however, many conservation parks have since been              

created and time’s passage has heightened scientific and public appreciation of the particular mana of               

the land in the Remarkables park footprint; these factors point to the appropriateness of a paramount                

designation for the land, as conceptualised initially. We address potential designations more broadly             

further in this submission. 

 

The proposal acknowledges that the park’s full spatial extent must be achieved over time. However, its                

two essential foundational land components, in terms of diversity and geographic footprint, are those in               

the Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area and in the Glenaray lease; with the wider tenure review              

process about to finish with passage of the Crown Pastoral Land Reform Bill, the Glenaray review will                 

likely be completed shortly, and its redesignated public conservation land component will be able to be                

linked administratively with the land presently in the conservation area.  

 

FMC fully understands that this reclassification process applies to the Kawarau/Remarkables           

Conservation Area only. However, the strong potential for contiguous and nearby lands to become              

public conservation land - shortly, in Glenaray’s case - cannot be excluded from this discussion; the                

concept of creation of the Remarkables National Park, a designation that will pay appropriate tribute to                

the conservation area, and to other adjoining and nearby lands in the short and longer terms, must                 

remain squarely on the table. 

 

Comments on the public consultation documents and related recommendations 

FMC appreciates the accurateness of the consultation documents provided. We observe, however, that             

as discrete discipline-based papers, they do not capture the ‘whole’ of the whenua in question, so much                 

as addressing its discrete parts. Additionally, they paint pictures of the conservation area in relatively               

simple brush strokes.  

 

We note that, for example, behind the ecological values report’s statement that 320 moth species have                

been recorded in the conservation area, innumerable natural dependencies and interdependencies are            

implied; a valuable addition would be clear articulation of the existence and richness of such               

relationships, along with the importance of protecting them. 

 

More broadly, it would be valuable - and accurate - for the values assessments to acknowledge those                 

values’ interdependencies on landscapes and landforms, species, systems, and recreational          
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opportunities beyond the conservation area’s footprint. Natural contiguousness tends to heighten           

conservation and recreational value significantly; this should be acknowledged in the reclassification            

process. 

 

There is need for more, and better-integrated, contextual information about the human impact on the               

natural values of the conservation area and connected lands. It should include facts about: pre-human               

plants, animals, and natural systems; changes wrought by humans and associated           

non-naturally-occurring species; and contemporary improvements and declines in the health of natural            

values as management of anthropogenically-induced impacts has evolved and improved. (Looking           

ahead, it would be optimal, also, for information on strategy for ongoing protection of the land and,                 

where possible, other linked lands, to be added and for the complete narrative to be made publicly                 

available as soon as practicable after conclusion of the reclassification.) 

 

The recreation document contains a good level of detail, which we appreciate. We would have liked to                 

have seen certain distinctions on subtle but significant issues, however. Firstly, non-commercial and             

commercial activities are to a great extent addressed together. We acknowledge that there can be               

subtlety in the distinctions between them, but this only behoves careful, rather than limited,              

description; it is worth remembering that the Conservation Act 1987’s s6(e) directs the Department to               

“foster” recreation and “allow” tourism. Secondly, it would be positive to see subtleties of the               

distinction between domestic and international visitation highlighted. New Zealanders develop deep           

relationships with Aotearoa’s lands through the courses of their lifetimes, whereas overseas visitors are              

generally within the national border for no more than a few weeks; this, and its relevance to this                  

process, should be illuminated in the documentation. Thirdly, the report assumes a passive,             

present-demand-focussed posture, offering no comment from a future- and supply-focussed          

perspective. It is a pity that such useful korero was not provided, as the subject is of high importance in                    

this case. 

 

Recommendations: 

● Assessment of the conservation area and contiguous areas’ ecosystem values’ health should            

be sought to further support appropriate reclassification. 

● Fuller, better-integrated information about the human footprint in the conservation area           

should be sought to support the reclassification process. 

● Further information on ecological and recreational carrying capacities should be sought to            

support the reclassification process. 

Recreation 

As you know, public conservation land is to be managed for the purpose for which it is held, which is                    

conservation. This is described as ‘preservation and protection of natural and historic resources in              

perpetuity for their intrinsic value’.  
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Accordingly, Conservation General Policy directs that: Recreational opportunities should be managed to            

avoid or otherwise minimise any adverse effect (including cumulative effects) on: i. natural resources and               

historical and cultural heritage where required by the relevant Act; ii. the qualities of space and natural                 

quiet, solitude, remoteness and wilderness, where present; and iii. the experience of other people. 

 

As noted earlier in this submission, FMC is appreciative of the detail about recreation in the supporting                 

documentation provided but would have liked to see expert commentary on ecological and recreational              

carrying capacity included; proximity of a large, relatively wealthy, permanent and short-stay            

outdoors-focussed population centre at the doorstep of the Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area           

and other nearby lands with potential for administrative connection with the conservation area is a               

significant relevant consideration.  

 

Demand for public access and activities should be expected to be strong over time, and unless this                 

matter is turned around and approached as a supply-side matter by relassifying the land appropriately               

and planning carefully, it could lead to degradation of the very values that make the               

Kawarau/Remarkables extraordinary and which the Department of Conservation has a statutory           

obligation to protect. 

 

It is important, also, to look at the bigger picture. Natural wilderness is increasingly rare nationally and                 

internationally. Despite this, pressure to alter it remains unremitting. The more wilderness is             

compromised, the greater the imperative to treasure what survives.  

 

Given the statutory landscape, the demographic circumstances, and the parlous state of wilderness             

generally, ‘how’ people visit the Kawarau/Remarkables is a more germane issue than ‘how many’ people               

visit, (although this should not be read as diminishment of visitor volumes as an issue). Largely                

unmodified nature provides experiences for all comers; significantly, its inherent constraints, such as             

terrain challenges and elevation gain, indicate appropriate fitness and competence levels more clearly             

than written notifications do, and are highly effective constraints if left in that unmodified condition.               

Minimal modification of the Kawarau/Remarkables will mean that visitors with lower fitness and skill will               

be able to experience the area’s landscapes, sounds, and other natural features from the point of                

entrance; likewise, those with higher skill levels and seeking a variety of remoter experiences will be                

able to begin accessing that remoteness a relatively short distance from the boundary. In practical               

terms, this should mean minimal Departmental or third-party recreation development (if any trails were              

to be created, they should be routes, and if accommodation were to be added, campsites would be                 

preferable to huts).  

 

While recognition of the whenua’s collective and discrete values will, rightly, be the primary driver of the                 

final classification of the conservation area, the classification’s appropriateness for those values’ ongoing             
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care is essential also. Classification that staunchly protects nature and supports light-footed recreation is              

essential for the Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area.  

 

Recommendation: 

● That, based on the above discussion, the Department of Conservation seek a classification             

that honours and strongly protects nature and supports on-nature’s-terms recreation, with           

minimal or no modification.  

The Doolans as crystallisation of relevant issues and potential solutions 

This is one of a present handful of places within the conservation area (Wye Creek and Lake Alta are                   

significant others) in which the public-use ‘tone’ - and the Department’s ability to manage the land in                 

genuine accordance with statutory direction - will be determined with the reclassification and             

subsequent planning.  

 

The Doolans has strong conservation and recreation values and, in its adjacency to the degraded Rastus                

Burn Recreation Reserve, ready accessibility. This interface is a key issue. Without strong and deliberate               

management, that accessibility could lead to damage to the values - and enable an exploitative public                

view of the broader land parcel. The conservation area’s final designation must ensure the Doolans’               

conservation values are properly preserved and protected, and that, as part of that, recreational use is                

light-footed; as per above, ‘how’ people visit is vital to the Department’s ability to properly achieve that                 

mandate.  

 

The reclassification process’ supplied landscape report identifies that the conservation area is part of an               

Outstanding Natural Landscape; says of the Nevis unit, In a national context the natural characteristics               

and values are considered at the highest end in terms of significance; and identifies tourism, mining,                

pests, and ski area development, all of which are able to be controlled by the Department of                 

Conservation, as threats to the Doolans. Described ecological values are high and include tarns including               

Lake Te Kohua, string bogs, and healthy tussocklands and shrublands.  

 

Yet the area is presently used for walking, hunting, non-commercial and commercial biking and ski               

touring. Something of a balance between nature’s preservation and protection, and human enjoyment,             

is in existence; its primary factors are: minimal modification of the land; the inherently light footprints of                 

most human activities there; and the present limited amount of activity that degrades flora, fauna,               

landscape and natural quiet. This has come more from chance than design, however.  

 

To deliberately protect the Doolans’ conservation and recreation values, the Department must have a              

statutory mandate to keep the human imprint minimal. We iterate: this primarily concerns ‘how’ rather               

than ‘how many’ people visit. There will almost certainly be third parties interested in establishing               
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activities with heavier footprints in the Doolans; the new classification should strongly discourage even              

third-party application for, let alone Departmental consideration or approval of, such activity. 

 

Proposals to give the Doolans a more liberal classification than the rest of the conservation area,                

specifically to allow destruction of many of the conservation and recreation values for ski area               

construction, new mines, and/or tourism expansion, may be on the cards. To act on them would be a                  

failure of the opportunity Aotearoa has to honour the land with enduring protection for its intrinsic                

worth. 

 

The Doolans should be viewed - closely - as an indicator. Whatever reclassification enables or precludes                

on this land will strongly affect the degree and nuance of human respect for it, and the public’s attitude                   

to the wider land parcel will, to a large extent, be fostered there.  

 

Recommendations: 

● That the Department of Conservation focus on Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area          

reclassification that will enshrine the Doolans’ quiet wildness, on the principle that            

appropriate protection for the Doolans will serve the whole land parcel well.  

● That the Doolans not be given a more liberal classification than the rest of the               

Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area to enable activities that are damaging to          

conservation and recreation.  

Potential classifications  

We assume that conservation park and national park classification are primary options in this              

reclassification process. There are others. We address the most likely and most appropriate below, and               

consider combinations. 

 

Conservation park  

Although most proposals for redesignation of land in the Kawarau/Remarkables area have been for              

pinnacle classifications such as national park or national reserve, conservation park status was proposed              

in 1990. As we state above, the idea faltered as numerous other conservation parks were established,                

and with growth in expert and general public understanding of the Kawarau/Remarkables’            

extraordinarily high values. It is, however, worth reviewing the concept.  

 

Conservation park status takes a briskly-worded approach to conservation and recreation. The            

Conservation Act 1987 s19(1) directs that: Every conservation park shall so be managed- (a) that its                

natural and historic resources are protected; and (b) subject to paragraph (a), to facilitate public               

recreation and enjoyment. 
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Protection is defined this way: protection, in relation to a resource, means its maintenance, so far as is                  

practicable, in its current state; but includes- (a) its restoration to some former state; and (b) its                 

augmentation, enhancement, or expansion. Unlike the concept of preservation, it is silent on resources’              

intrinsic worth.  

 

The several existing South Island high country conservation parks give some indication of how the status                

might serve the Kawarau/Remarkables. To a large extent, these parks ‘fly under the radar’; they have                

local flavour and cater well to New Zealanders accustomed to using motorised transport as far as terrain                 

allows, and to being accompanied by animals including dogs, horses, and pack animals. They are located                

reasonable distances from large population bases.  

 

FMC’s view is, firstly, that while the status would, on paper, allow for care for the Kawarau/Remarkables                 

land’s conservation values, it is not sufficient for the practical protection of those values. Public attitudes                

to conservation parks, as per above, are now well settled. While the mostly low visitor numbers in such                  

parks elsewhere mean that such a relatively liberal classification has allowed absorption of what are, in                

some cases, major human impacts, the Kawarau/Remarkables’ almost certain exposure to greater            

commercial and non-commercial pressure and higher volumes would threaten its conservation and            

recreation values.  

 

Secondly, given the diversity, beauty, and might of the land, we believe that the Kawarau/Remarkables               

Conservation Area’s classification should be one which is explicit in its respect of the land’s intrinsic                

worth. Conservation park status does not do this in letter or in practice. 

 

National park 

Of all possible classifications, this has been proposed most often over time, and with most passion and                 

supporting evidence. As per pages 1-2 above, Federated Mountain Clubs, supported by Sir Alan Mark               

and Forest and Bird, drove the most recent such proposal in The Remarkables National Park.  
 

The National Parks Act 1980 uses unusually effusive language. Its s4(1) says national parks are: for the                 

purpose of preserving in perpetuity as national parks, for their intrinsic worth and for the benefit, use,                 

and enjoyment of the public, areas of New Zealand that contain scenery of such distinctive quality,                

ecological systems, or natural features so beautiful, unique, or scientifically important that their             

preservation is in the national interest. 

 

It goes on to command the preservation of parks’ naturally-occurring values and extermination of              

introduced ones, and, subject to these provisions, allows for public enjoyment.  

 

It is clear that national park status is an apex classification. It is highly protective and clear that harm to                    

natural values will not be countenanced. It is even explicit that natural sound will be protected.                
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Significantly, it is protective of intrinsic worth, effectively advocating for naturally-occurring species’ and             

systems’ rights to ‘be’, unquestioned. A first question to be asked and answered, then, is whether the                 

Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area deserves such classification, on its own or in conjunction with             

other nearby lands as changes in their tenure allows. 

 

FMC’s view is that the land’s collective conservation and recreation values do warrant such status. This                

has been discussed above and in The Remarkables National Park and needs no further articulation here.                

As for other of Aotearoa’s national parks, our species has impacted negatively on the land, but, as for                  

those other parks, such impacts are relatively minor and restoration work will address them reasonably               

well over time. Likely future addition of other lands, most notably parts of the present Glenaray Crown                 

pastoral lease, whose tenure review is near conclusion, does not reduce justification for the national               

park concept and will likely strengthen it by virtue of its own values and its proximity.  

 

A second question, addressed below, is whether a more fitting classification is available.  

 

National reserve 

Despite present low numbers of national reserves, this high classification has been proposed in the past                

and should be revisited.  

 

The Reserves Act 1977 s13(1) says: In order to protect values of national or international importance the                 

Governor-General may, by Order in Council made on the recommendation of the Minister, declare that               

any reserve that has been classified pursuant to section 16 shall be a national reserve. 

 

As national or international importance can be related to one or many of a raft of attributes, the status                   

has no specific interpretation, so its purpose must be found in s3 of the Act: (1)(a) providing, for the                   

preservation and management for the benefit and enjoyment of the public, areas of New Zealand               

possessing- (i)recreational use or potential, whether active or passive; or (ii) wildlife; or (iii) indigenous               

flora or fauna; or (iv) environmental and landscape amenity or interest; or (v) natural, scenic, historic,                

cultural, archaeological, biological, geological, scientific, educational, community, or other special          

features or value. 

 

At (1)(b), it additionally gives the purpose of ensuring, as far as possible, the survival of all indigenous                  

species of flora and fauna, both rare and commonplace, in their natural communities and habitats, and                

the preservation of representative samples of all classes of natural ecosystems and landscapes which in               

the aggregate originally gave New Zealand its own recognisable character. 

 

It is deficient in not-insignificant respects. Although its preservation directive strongly implies            

elimination of pests, an explicit mandate for their elimination would be preferable. Its wording is very                

liberal with respect to recreation. And preservation of natural sound is not explicitly provided for. Weak                
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planning for and management of this classification are distinct possibilities that would serve             

conservation and the public poorly while degrading the reserve they should protect.  

 

However, while these deficiencies cannot be ignored, they equally do not provide explicitly for the               

opposite; for example, the absence of a clear imperative to exterminate pests does not mean that a                 

management plan for the land should tolerate introduced plants and animals. 

 

Clear points in the classification’s favour are that: it is of the highest order, befitting the richness of the                   

Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area; that serious degradation of crucial parts of the conservation            

area such as the Doolans through mining or ski area construction, for example, would almost certainly                

not be allowable; that it would allow forgiveness for certain circumstances and activities that other               

classifications may not readily let persist; and that, in this, it could be given to the entire conservation                  

area with minimal tensions. 

 

FMC’s view is that, while national reserve status has weaknesses, the degree of recognition it confers                

(functioning also as warning to planners and managers that such weaknesses should not be allowed to                

be exploited by private interests) is a strong factor in its favour.  

 

National reserve classification is far preferable to conservation park status, but we are not convinced               

that it would provide for better outcomes for the land and for the public than national park status. 

 

Scenic reserve 

Such reserves, provided for under s19 of the Reserves Act, are managed in accordance with wording                

similar to that of the National Parks Act. Their primary purpose is the land’s preservation in perpetuity                 

for its intrinsic worth and for public enjoyment. Indigenous species are to be preserved and, except                

where the Minister determines otherwise, exotic ones exterminated. It does not explicitly provide             

protection for natural sounds, however. 

 

The Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area is best known for its scenic value, and this designation              

would honour that aspect of the land. 

 

While scenic reserve classification’s purpose is largely highly protective of natural values, it has notable               

downsides. A primary one relates to perception. Scenic reserve status does not have the cachet of                

national reserve classification, and, as it applies to many small, even urban, land parcels, it would be                 

insufficient for recognition of the Kawarau/Remarkables’ magnificence in much of the public mind. A              

further matter is that the rider on extermination of pests is exploitable. 
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FMC views scenic reserve status as preferable to conservation park classification because it offers              

preservation and more explicit protection, and because of its specific scenic focus. We do not, however,                

believe it is sufficient for a land parcel such as the Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area. 

 

Combinations 

FMC understands the pragmatic appeal of potentially having more than one classification at play. For               

example, submitters may suggest The Remarkables become a scenic reserve for its much-noted scenic              

qualities while eastern portions of the conservation area be given conservation park status in order to                

continue allowance for four wheel driving and trail riding. Or that the area receive a certain broad                 

classification with one or more specially protected areas in place to provide special protection for               

particular values, for example: either conservation park with ecological area status (Conservation Act             

s21) for protection of nature, or national park with amenities area status (Conservation Act s23A) for ski                 

area construction, in the Doolans. 

 

While such arrangements would provide means to soothe potential negative public responses to certain              

classifications (in particular, notably strong or weak ones), and we would not wish to entirely rule out                 

the possibility that they could offer a positive outcome, the Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area             

deserves better than pragmatism; rather, it deserves to be understood and managed as a whole, and to                 

be properly - and assertively - acknowledged through conferral of a paramount classification. 

 

Recommendations: 

● That, in the light of the above discussion, the Department of Conservation consider only              

national park and national reserve classification for the Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation          

Area. 

● That classification combinations be avoided as far as possible. 

A Kawarau/Remarkables National Park 

Despite our openness to national reserve status, Federated Mountain Clubs’ view is that             

Kawarau/Remarkables National Park classification is the most capable of protecting and preserving the             

Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area’s values while also honouring its mana. 

 

The present conservation area will stand on its own merits as a national park. However, the larger park                  

proposal, put forward in The Remarkables National Park, and involving several other land parcels              

including Glenaray Crown pastoral lease land, must be kept in view. Glenaray’s tenure review will likely                

deliver highly significant land to the park shortly (if the review is discontinued, we believe that the                 

Crown pastoral land reforms will introduce a mechanism to allow removal of land unsuitable for pastoral                

use from Crown pastoral leases and that the Glenaray land will, regardless, become available by that                

means). While the Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation Area has abundant national park values, the            

addition of the Glenaray and other lands will only enhance them. 
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Federated Mountain Clubs therefore wishes to reaffirm its proposal of a Remarkables National Park - or                

Kawarau/Remarkables National Park - with the proposal that the Kawarau/Remarkables Conservation           

Area become its centrepiece land parcel. 

 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Jan Finlayson,  

Federated Mountain Clubs president. 
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